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“Tyshkovskaya  Saga”          

                           Dora Malina Ayzenshteyn 

 

Book 1:  Shifra – Marika – Shura – Aleksandra 

Tells the story of Dora’s mother, who at various times in her life was known as Shifra, Marika, Shura and 
Aleksandra.  Shrifa was born in 19ll to Yankel and Dvoyra Levin in Kublich in the Ukraine.   She had a 
number of brothers and sisters.  When she was a very young child [no date specified—throughout the 
memoir time frames are often vague] Shifra’s parents were killed in a pogrom.  Shifra was taken in by a 
local Ukrainian couple, Nadezya and Ivan Bevzyuk, who raised her as their own daughter in the village of 
Tyshkovka.   Shifra’s siblings meanwhile were raised in a local Jewish orphanage. After a number of 
years, Shifra’s relatives managed through a court case to have Shifra taken from her Ukrainian foster 
parents and put in the Jewish orphanage.  The story goes on to  describe Shifra’s life in the orphanage and 
working as a young girl in various jobs locally. 

Shifra, evidently still a teenager [the text is not clear as to her age] moves to Moscow and lives with her 
older brother Kiva.  She attends a technical institute and adopts the name Aleksandra [sometimes 
shortened to Shura].  In 1932 she marries Iosif Malin.  In 1933 Shura (Shifra) gives birth to a daughter 
whom they name Dora, the author of this memoir.  The story gives a long detailed account of their trouble 
finding housing during subsequent years.  The purges and Ukrainian famine of the ‘thirties are mentioned  
only in passing. The family pays short visit to Tyshkovka to visit the Ukrainian couple who had raised 
Shura.  Kiva, Shura’s brother is arrested and released two years later.  Then he is arrested again.   Shura’s 
brother-in-law Zeylik is also arrested in 1938 and sentenced to 10 years in a labor camp. 

In May 1941 Shura takes Dora and another, younger, daughter, Milochka,  to Tyshkovka to visit her foster 
mother, Nadezya.   She leaves the children and travels to a nearby clinic.  On 22 June 1941, the Germans 
attack the USSR, and Shura is unable to travel back to Tyshkovka for the children;  the area is soon 
occupied by German forces.   Shura is able to travel back to Moscow where she lives with her husband  
Iosif, all the time worrying about the fate of her two children who are living with Nadezya in Ukraine.  
Shura again falls ill and is in the hospital in Moscow.  In 1944, the part of Ukraine where the children are 
located is liberated.  While still gravely ill in the hospital, Shura receives a letter telling her that her 
children are alive and safe.  Shura recovers and goes to Tyshkova to retrieve her children. 

 

Book 2:  Mongrels 

This is essentially the story of Dora’s  life [as told by Dora in the third person] in the occupied Tyshkovka 
area during the war.  In the spring of 1941, Shura brings her two children to Tyshkovka to visit her foster 
mother Nadezya.  While there, Shura falls ill and is in a hospital when the war breaks and when German 
troops are approaching the area.  She leaves the hospital and tries to return to the children in Tyshkovka.  
After repeated, fruitless attempts to reach Tyshkovka, she finally makes her way back to Moscow. 
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When the Germans occupy Tyshkovka, they establish a local administration, which begins to check on the 
members of each household.  The local kolkhoz is disbanded , and people make off with the livestock and 
take all the fish in the kolkhoz reservoir pond.  There are rumors in the village that the Germans are 
rounding up Jews and party members and sending them to a concentration camp. Nadezya fashions a 
hiding place for Dora and places Milochka with another family. Dora, learning to speak Ukrainian, plays 
with the local children.  Nadezya decides that Dora might be safer and better looked after in a labor camp 
the Germans have established nearby and takes her there.  Dora, [who is about  8 years at this time] 
survives by digging up beets from a nearby field.  Those at the camp who are able  to work are forced to 
build roads in the area.  Children are few, and there are stories that the old and the infirm are being shot. A 
woman in the camp takes Dora under her wing and helps her escape.  Dora returns to Nadezya, who by 
now realizes that she had made a terrible mistake in bringing  Dora to the camp in the first place. 

Nadezya resumes caring for Dora.  In the meantime, Milochka is safe and well with her foster family.  
Dora hears from other children that all the people who had been in the camp she escaped from had been 
shot.  Nadezya works hard to care for and protect Dora.  Although many neighbors suspect she is 
harboring a Jewish girl, no one gives her away to the authorities.  Even he wife of the German-appointed 
local administration head, Savva Babenko,  assures Nadezya that although she knows about Dora she will 
not tell anyone; in fact she says she is willing to help Nadezya.   

Dora dresses up in a costume and goes caroling at various houses along with a group of Ukrainian 
children. She wants to play with, and be regarded as a local Ukrainian child.  She improves her ability to 
speak Ukrainian and learns about local customs and Orthodox practices.   At one point Nadezya becomes 
angry that Dora has asked for an egg during Lent.  Dora  reacts by running away to another local family 
where she stays a few days in a barn.  But a member of the family tell her that it is dangerous there and 
advise her to go to a nearby monastery where she can find refuge.   

Dora goes to the monastery, which under the Soviets ceased to function as religious institution but 
operated more like a commune and existed as part of the Shchors collective farm.  Anyone was welcome, 
and no questions were asked.  A woman living in the monastery, Orysa, begins to care for Dora.  One day 
two trucks with German soldiers appear at the monastery.   Orysa quickly takes Dora and both of them ran 
out of the monastery and hide themselves among a group of Ukrainian women that were walking by.  
Later hiding in a house, they hear from local people that the Germans have searched the monastery and 
they are shooting all the Jews in Gaysin, a nearby town. 

At the monastery, the Germans force all the residents, including Dora, to watch the hanging of four men 
accused of being partisans.  Fear is rampant at the monastery, and no one trusts anyone else. Dora leaves 
the monastery in the company of a woman and her two children. She makes her way to the Tyshkovka 
cemetery, where she hides .  She befriends stray dogs, which accompany her as she wanders around 
getting food hand-outs from sympathetic villagers.  Some of the children she knew from Tyshkovka also 
bring her food and play games with her.  A family that she also knew,  give  her a bath and bring her to 
Nadezya. 

Nadezya tells Dora that Germans had taken all the girls of Tyshkovka to work in Germany.  All the young 
people from the nearby village of Tarasivka were also taken.   Dora overhears neighbors telling Nadezya 
that the Germans are preparing to carry out another  raid on Tyshkovka in search of Jews.  Dora wonders 
why the Jews are so disliked.  Dora leaves Nadezya’s house and goes to visit a Jewish family still living in 
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the area; she thinks she will be cared for better there and they will explain to her why the Jews are so 
hated.  The family cannot take her in because a German raid is imminent.  Nor can they explain to Dora 
why Germans are killing Jews.  Dora walks back in the direction of Nadezya’s house. She meets an old 
man who gives her food but cannot provide  shelter because German troops have taken over  his house. 
Dora continues to wander around the local countryside, being fed by various local people.   

The first snow falls.  Dora would like to return to Tyshkovka but does not know the way back.  Dora 
wanders into a barn and falls asleep.  When she awakes in the morning, she looks out of the barn and sees 
a group of German soldiers standing the in the farm yard.  Dora hides in hollowed-out log in the barn, but 
is noticed by a little boy living in farmhouse.  His mother comes to Dora and tells her that she must leave 
the village, which is now full of Germans.  She puts Dora in a wagon, covers her with straw and has her 
little boy drive the horse-drawn wagon toward Tyshkovka.  Just before arriving at Tyshkovka, Dora gets 
out of the wagon and proceeds on foot.  Dora stays a few days with a family she knows and then meets 
with Nadezya.  

Residents in Tyshkovka hear that the Red Army is attacking the Germans and driving them westward.  
The partisans are active in the area.  Dora continues to live with Nadezya until the summer of 1943. She 
meets Milanka, a neighbor and a young woman who is a neighbor and who is friendly with one of the 
local polizei.  Milanka brings food to Nadezya and Dora.   

One day shooting is heard in Tyshkovka.  The villagers are afraid that the Germans are planning more 
searches and “punitive” operations.  Nadezya decides that Dora would be safer in a nother village, and 
sends her to her (Nadezya’s) godfather Isaakli in the village of Mitkov.  After hiding Dora for a few days, 
Isaakli decides she would be safer elsewhere.  With his directions, Dora eludes German soldiers to arrive 
at the house of the Kovalenko family   

The Kovalenko’s were involved in trying to smuggle food to Red Army prisoners of war who were 
working in the area.  Dora and other village children helped in this operation.  Dora also helped take care 
of the Kovalenko livestock.  She meets Galya, a little girl who is also Jewish and both of whose parents 
have been killed..  Dora, heeding the advice she was long ago given by Nadezya, but Galya guess that 
Dora is Jewish and says that Dora is lucky because there is a chance her parents are alive. 

Galya tells Dora that one of the members of the Kovalenko family is the local starosta (administrative 
chief appointed by the Germans) but that he is a good man.  Later, the partisans kill this Kovalenko and 
put a sign saying “traitor” at his house.  German troops bury Kovalenko with honors and in retaliation kill 
many residents of Mitkov. 

Dora continues to live in the Kovalenko house and to act like one of the local village children.  With the 
children she tends livestock in the pasture.  One day, German troops passed through the area, 
indiscriminately shooting in all directions and killing many animals and persons.  Dora is lighly wounded 
in the hand and one of her cows is killed.  The Germans claim that the shooting is in retaliation for the 
killing of the starosta Kovalenko, but in fact the Germans had gotten rid of Kovalenko because they had 
learned of his ties with the partisans. 

The partisans step up their activities around Mitkov and are easily able to hide among the local population. 
The Kovalenko family cooperates with the partisans and hide weapons in their well.  On one occasion, 
Dora, being the smallest person in the household, is lowered into the well to retrieve some of the weapons.  
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At that moment, Germans arrive and she is forced to stay for an extended period hidden in the well.  When 
she is pulled up from the well, Kovalenko tells her that tired and hungry German troops had come and had 
taken the family’s food. 

The cold winter of 1943 began. The Kovalenkos, afraid of more German sweeps through the village, dig a 
deep hole in the floor of the barn and put a cover it to conceal its existence.  In the hole, they hide, among 
other things, a pig.  One day, they  tell Dora to quickly get into the hole and to remain quiet.  She remains 
there for a few days, after which the Kovalenkos tell her that Germans had come through the village 
retreating from the front which was moving closer. They had demanded food, but did not remain in 
Mitkov.  Kovalenko wants now to slaughter the pig, but Dora who has spent days in the whole along with 
the quiet and docile pig objects, but they must eat. 

One day Dora is left alone in the house.  Two German soldiers arrive on horseback and come into the 
house. “Yaiki !” [eggs], Gib yaiki!. Schnell!”   Dora reaches under the bed where a bowl of eggs is hidden 
and offers the Germans two.  They brush her aside take out all the eggs and leave.  When Kovalenko and 
his wife return, they laugh at Dora’s disappointment at having lost the eggs and say that she was lucky no 
more harm had been done. 

Dora loves the Kovalenko family with whom she has been happy. But she has continually thought of 
Nadezya and her sister Milochka.  The Kovalenkos, who have kept in touch with Nadezya, say it will soon 
be time for Dora to return to her. 

There are rumors that the Germans are retreating.  German troops and the local polizei have disappeared 
from the Mitkov area.  Soon, some Soviet troops arrive in Mitkov.  At first the villagers are treated badly; 
one of the Soviet soldiers calls the Kovalenko family traitors.  The villagers are confused.  Kovalenko 
explains to Dora and the family that the Soviets have to be careful at first, but that they are now safe; they 
have survived. 

During the first days of liberation, in the spring of 1944, Dora continued to live with the Kovalenkos.  
They tell her the time has come to return to Nadezya. They bring Nadezya to meet Dora.  Dora also wants 
to see her sister Milochka.  The decisions she has been forced to make would be difficult for an adult let 
alone a young child.  She would like to stay with the Kovalenko; but she also realizes that Nadezya is her 
grandmother, and she has a sister she must see, and she must try to find her parents.   

Dora says that she is now afraid of nothing –except going to school.  Dora and Nadezya visit the family 
that has cared for Milochka, who is now 5 years old.  Milochka clearly does not want to leave the family 
although it appears that she recognizes Dora.  Nadezya says they will have to wait some time before 
separating Milochka from her foster family.  

Things begin to get back to normal in Tyshkovka.  Many partisans  return.  Using paper and pencils left 
behind by the Germans, villagers open a school.  Dora still remembers how to read a little, which she 
learned while still in kindergarten.  She is determined to write a letter to her parents and remembers the 
address of their apartment in Moscow.  With the help of the local schoolteacher she gets paper and 
envelope, writes a letter, and the teacher promises to have it mailed from the nearby city of Gaysin. 

Waiting for some reply to the letter, Dora spends much time with Milochka. Finally, a long letter arrives 
from Moscow.  Neither Dora nor Nadezya can adequately read it, although Dora focuses on the final 
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words: “I kiss you, (signed) Mama.”   One of Nadezya’s neighbors reads the full letter; he also composes a 
reply to Dora’s family to which many neighbors contribute their own messages.  Dora tells Milochka 
about the letter, but Milochka is not interested—either in Dora or their parents.  Dora, for her part, is angry 
at some her local relatives, who have not helped her nearly as much as her Ukrainian foster parents and 
other Ukrainians. 

Dora continues to attend school and to help Nadezya with their garden.  They regularly gather wood from 
trees which had been cut down during the German road-building work in the area. 

One day her parents arrive from Moscow.  Dora and, of Milochka have difficulty recognizing them. Dora 
then recognizes clearly her father, Iosif, but thinks he has brought a new wife.  Then she realizes the 
woman is her mother, Shura/Marika.   The children return with their parents to Moscow at the end of 
August 1944.  Moscow is not as she had dreamed about it.  The surroundings are strange and 
unwelcoming. Although there is lots of food,  it is strange and unappealing.  They regard their mother 
coldly.  With time, Dora adjusts, but Milochka does not—right up to her mother’s death.  She misses her 
foster family, her garden, her farm house in Tyshkovka. 

The ties between the Moscow family and Tyshkovka are never broken.  Shura takes the children there 
every year, and finally takes them to Nadezya’s funeral.  Milochka’s foster family comes to Moscow for 
her wedding.  In the spring of 1990 Dora goes to Tyshkovka and to Mitkov for the last time and tells her 
old friends she is going to Israel to live.   

Dora has now been married for many years to Pavel Ayzenshteyn, who was born in 1928.  The both are 
professionals in the field of electro-machine building.  Dora, her husband and her mother, Shura, emigrate 
to Israel in the summer of 1992.  Milochka and her husband remain in Moscow.  Shura  returns  to 
Moscow in 1996 where she dies in 2000 at the age of 90. 

Nadezya, Kovalenko, the family that cared for Milochka and other Tyshkovka residents are named in 
1995 as “righteous persons of peace’ [pravednik mira] by the Israeli Government.   The accompanying 
medals are bestowed by the Israeli ambassador to Ukraine and by the Israeli ambassador to Russia.  
Nadezya’s medal has been deposited with Dora and her grandchildren.  

             

                                                                                 14 April 2006 

                                                                              Rosh – ha – ayn,  Israel 
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